19-year-olds who have more chronic shoulder, neck and arm problems, then they got a lifetime of problems ahead of them."
Wells adds that while the study involved only 140 university students, faculty and administrative staff, the findings suggest that the degree of pain rises with the frequency of use of mobile devices for such activities as texting, emailing, Internet browsing, talking on the phone and gaming. For example, pain in the right shoulder after 4.09 hours of gaming was reported to be as high as 9.42 (out of ten) on a severity index. It was reported at 8.33 after 3.76 hours, indicating that after a period of time, relatively small incremental increases in period of usage resulted in higher levels of severity of pain.
The next step will involve determining whether the type and shape of mobile devices (such as slide phones, flip phones and touch screens) affects the degree of strain or damage to people's thumbs.
Until the findings of such research is conclusive, Wells says, people should try to minimize the potential damage that mobile device use can cause by, for example, resting their arms on a table while using the devices to protect their shoulders and neck.
It's all about ergonomics, says Federico. "If you use the device in a more ergonomically correct way, it's going to minimize your risk for injury. … Try to keep your wrist in a more neutral position so that the wrist is not cocked up towards you." He also recommends stretching exercises, such as the Finkelstein test -point thumb at ceiling and fingers forward; place thumb in palm of hand; wrap fingers around thumb; bend wrist toward ground -after prolonged periods of mobile device use.
That's how physiotherapists actually diagnose deQuervain's tenosynovitis, he adds. "If you have pain with that, then we say, 'Oh, that's a positive Finkelstein test, you have BlackBerry thumb'." Although Federico believes the actual incidence of the disorder as a consequence of hand-held device use is rare, that hasn't stopped law firms such as Roberts Jackson Ltd. in the United Kingdom from surmising that employees will soon be seeking legal redress for having to use mobile devices, according to recent news reports (www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/BlackBerry/8403978/BlackBerry-thumb-is-newhealth-hazard.html). "Employers can expect a series of lawsuits from staff claiming compensation," the firm believes.
There's no evidence of similar legal action in Canada, although the Canadian Union of Public Employees says it is now working with the Canadian Standards Association on a general ergonomic standard for hand-held device use that is expected to be published within six to eight months, says Anthony Pizzino, national director of research, job evaluation and health and safety for public employees.
Although it's not expected that the voluntary standard will cover all mobile devices, it should introduce a preventive framework that allows manufactures and workplaces to adopt methods of recommended usage similar to those now advised for computer keyboards, says Pizzino. "We're looking at similar processes in terms of usage, amount of time that you use and design itself." -Erin Walkinshaw, Ottawa, Ont. DOI:10.1503/cmaj.109-3911 
